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Introduction to HR Strategies Consulting

Human Capital Management Practice

• Total Rewards & Pay Equity

• Employee Experience/Engagement

• Executive/Leadership Coaching

• Strategic Planning

• Organizational Reviews & 
Effectiveness

• Data Analytics

• Outsourcing

For over 20 years, HR Strategies Consulting has been re-imagining HR to get 

the most from an organization’s HR investments.  Since employees are the 

foundation of an organization, we focus on the employee experience by 

collectively engaging our Human Capital Management and IT practices to bring 

holistic solutions that align with our clients’ business strategies.  

HR Information Technology Practice

• Systems Selection

• Technology Implementation & 
Adoption

• Project Oversight

• Technology Reviews & Roadmaps

• Change Management

• Training

• Support



Let’s Begin!



ASSESSING PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

A Review of the Traditional Approach



Traditional Performance Management
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Does this sound familiar?

What else are people saying?



Top 10 Common Responses to Performance Management

1. Isn’t this something we did last year? (Not timely) 

2. Why are we evaluated on this? (No relevance)

3. Nobody is listening to me! (Not meaningful)

4. Why are you hurting my feelings? (Antagonistic / too critical)

5. I don’t trust my manager? (No honesty)

6. My Manager already has their faves! (Not objective)

7. This isn’t helpful! (Not productive)

8. What a waste of time! (No consequences)

9. We all still get paid the same! (No incentives)

10. Is my manager being evaluated too? (No accountability)



A Harvard Business Review survey 

found that while 58% of people trust 

strangers, only 42% trust their own 

boss. 

Employees whose managers 

routinely communicate with them are 

nearly three times more 

engaged than those with managers 

who don’t routinely communicate.

43% of highly-engaged 

employees receive feedback at 

least once a week.

77% of employees want to be asked for 

their feedback by their employer more 

often than once per year 

58      42

Interesting Stats

https://www.inc.com/todd-nordstrom/4-unexpected-words-powerful-leaders-say-daily-to-inspire-others.html
http://www.gallup.com/businessjournal/182321/employees-lot-managers.aspx
https://blog.clearcompany.com/5-essential-components-of-feedback-at-work


Even More Interesting Stats

48% of executives say 

performance processes are 

‘weak’ in improving 

development and 

driving business 

value

Deloitte

71% of organizations say 

performance 

management needed 

improvement even 

re-invention

Brandon Hall

66% of employees say the 

performance review 

process interferes with 

their productivity 

CEB



So…Does it work?



There are a few things that 

almost everyone can agree 

on… Most don’t like it

Many organization 
struggle to execute it 
well

It doesn’t work



Why This is Failing

Rear-view mirror

• Too much time is spent on 
evaluating past performance and 
not enough impacting future 
performance

Rigid

• A one-size-fits-all process makes it 
difficult to adapt to organizational 
and cultural diversity

Reactive

• Performance discussions happen 
when it’s already too late to course 
correct



It took awhile…but most organizations are

✓ Listening

✓ Understanding

&

✓ Now are ACTING!!

So...what’s next?



Bring it Back To Basics



Back to Basics

• Employees, Managers, 

Leaders want PM to change 

• How?

• Get Back to Basics 

• …..PEOPLE

People

Empower

SupportConnect



PEOPLE



PEOPLE = 1 PERSON AT A TIME



So…How Do you Make 
This Happen?

• EMPOWER

• CONNECT

• SUPPORT



CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

A review of the Agile Approach



The Agile Approach

Collaborative Approach 

Focusing on Continuous Feedback

Assures that managers and employees are having the right conversations 
around the work they do and how to do it well

It is a shared responsibility and accountability between Managers and 
Employees for enabling success

Flexible and evolves as the business evolves

Connects better to Organizational Objectives





Empower, Connect, Support

• Empower employees and 

managers with tools to 

define performance

• Connect activities & 

achievements that drive 

performance

• Support with Continuous 

Feedback & Recognition



Building Blocks

• Tools, Process & Definition of Goals

• FEEDBACKEmpower

• 1:1’s (Activities, Achievements, 
Changes)

• FEEDBACK
Connect

• Review on Goals, Performance & 
Growth Opportunities

• FEEDBACK
Support



Interesting Stats

“Companies with higher-than-average levels of 

engagement realized 27% higher profits than their 

industry peers…” 

“Employees whose managers hold regular 

meetings with them are almost three times as likely to 

be engaged as employees whose managers do not 

hold regular meetings”

http://www.gallup.com/businessjournal/174197/managers-focus-performance-engagement.aspx


Agile Performance Management Improves Business Results

Gallup Poll

40%
lower employee

turnover

17%
higher employee

engagement

3X
higher revenue 

per employee

More Interesting Stats



That was then this is now…

Then Now

Performance appraisals and goal-setting conducted 

once per year

Check-ins conducted quarterly or more frequently; 

regular goal-setting occurs in an open, collaborative 

process. Goals also include Agile behaviours

Feedback collected by manager at year end
Regular feedback, including positive social recognition 

as well as actionable peer-based feedback

Goals kept confidential with focus on individual 

achievement

Goals set collaboratively based on team goals (and 

may develop over time.) Goals also include Agile 

behaviours

Employees evaluated by their manager Managers also evaluated by their employees

Employees force-ranked on quantitative scale
Employees rated on a qualitative scale; rankings 

considered, not forced

Compensation kept confidential and focused on 

equity; bands based on performance ratings

Compensation levels more transparent, more 

frequently discussed, and focused more on pay for 

performance than on equity

Managers focused on evaluating performance
Managers focused on coaching and developing 

people

One leader evaluates each individual in a qualitative, 

opinion-based process

Many contribute to an individual’s performance 

evaluation; evaluation draws heavily on data

Process considered to be a burden and waste of time Process is agile, faster, continuous, and lighter

Deloitte University Press | dupress.deloitte.com



Managing Performance Year-Round Can Be Challenging

Managers and employees fail to 

hold ongoing discussions

• Forget to have regular check-ins

• Use meetings for tactical problem solving

• Managers lack training on how to give 

constructive feedback and coaching

HR is never sure one-on-ones 

are actually happening

• Impossible to track whether they are 

happening at all

• Rely on surveys to measure employee 

engagement by managers

• Trust managers will have the time, attention, 

and commitment to have them



Recipe for 
Success



Key Ingredients

1. Identify Purpose

2. Plan your Approach

3. Develop your Process 

4. Define your Measurement for Success

5. Find A Technology to Support this Approach



Performance Purpose



What’s Your Performance Purpose? 

1. Provide meaningful, Ongoing Feedback

2. Set up team ranking of top to bottom 

performers for promotions

3. Allow individuals the opportunity to voice 

their opinion on their performance

4. Highlight where an individual needs to 

improve

5. Celebrate those who excel

6. Identify top performers

7. Connect discretionary pay to performance

8. Move the needle on engagement

9. Reduce turnover

10. Make sure we all work in a common 

direction for the organization

Compliance

Innovation

Change in Direction

Merger & Acquisition

New Products



Plan



Plan for 
Success

1. Define your “Ingredients for Success”

2. Define your Goal Management 
Framework

3. Define Competencies and Observable 
Behaviours



“Ingredients for 
Success”



“Ingredients for Success”

Goals & Development
Development Needs

More or / Less of /Do Differently

Continuous Feedback
Give & Receive amongst peers

Share with managers & organizations

Recognition Programs such as Kudos or Bonus 

Check-ins (Minimum Quarterly)
Focused dialogue

Competencies & Behaviours

Goal Review

Continuous PM Activities
Project Related, Role Readiness

Performance Improvement Plans

360 Performance Reviews
Internal stakeholders

External stakeholders



Goal Development 
Framework



Define your Goal Management Framework

• Objectives & Key Results (OKR)
o It is a goal-setting system that focuses on improvement and growth. 
o OKRs help companies to achieve alignment and engagement around measurable outcomes 

that really matter.
o OKRs are meant to drive companies to growth and sustainable improvement. 
o They work best with the quarterly goal-setting cadence and regular weekly check-ins for 

updating progress and staying on the right track.

• SMART Goals
o Specific – what are the details for this goal? 

o Measurable – how will we measure this goal?

o Attainable – how much is reasonable?

o Relevant – how will this goal help me and/or the business? 

o Timebound – when will this goal be achieved?

• Difference: 
o SMART goals provoke the question “what is the goal?” 

o Yet OKRs ask “what is the goal and how do we get there? 

https://weekdone.com/resources/goal-alignment?nab=0


Define Competencies & 
Behaviours



Define Competencies and Observable Behaviours

Examples of Competencies:
o Communication

o Courage

o Innovation

o Flexibility

o Problem Analysis

o Determination

To be successful organizations should 
define  4-5 Competencies for 
employees and additional 2 

Competencies for Managers.

Explain how an individual’s behaviour 
bring about desired results.

Competencies are a person’s 
knowledge and behaviours that lead 

them to be successful in a job



Process



Stakeholders in the Process of PM



Performance Process = Communicate and Capture

Communicate:

• Leveraging Change Management processes

• Multi channel communications from all stakeholders

• Do we have PM software that automates the delivery of our program?

Capture Data: 

• % of goals creation completed

• What skills and competencies are being evaluated

• % Manager / employee reviews completed

• Progress of goals

• Activities, meetings and achievements against the goals

• Final review and calibration processes

• Was coaching and feedback provided



Measuring Performance for 
Success



Measuring for Success

Come back to your purpose!

• Did you have a SMART purpose?

• Common standards across the org?

Pro Tips:

1. Did you communicate the range of merit that connects to 

performance measurements?

2. Did you equip your managers with coaching on how to do coaching 

and manage feedback?

3. Are you taking an evaluation of the process from all stakeholders 

and looking for ways to optimize for future use?



How does 
this fit?



Bringing it all 
Together



How Does PM Fit Within the Organization?

360 PM

Off Cycle PM

Feedback

PM Cycle

Continuous PM

Goals

• Include externals (Clients, Partners etc..) 

• Combine with internal stakeholders

• Tracking meetings

• Chronicling activities and achievements

• My Development Needs

• More of / Less of / Do differently

• Project Related, Role Readiness

• Performance Improvement Plans

• Give and Receive amongst peers

• Share with managers & organization

• Focused employee/manager dialogue

• Defined observable behaviours

Results are collected between me and my manager

Incorporate the impact of my work in discussions with my manager

Fold in feedback from others on the impact of my work

Apply all of the above to a specific project or initiative

Incorporate input from outside of your organization



How Does PM Fit Within the Organization?

360 PM

Off Cycle PM

PM Cycle

Feedback

CPM

Goals

Within your 

Organization

Outside of your 

Organization

Between you 

and your 

manager



Bringing It All Together

Performance 
Purpose

Performance 
Plan

Performance 
Process

Measurement 
of Performance

Why are we doing this and 

what do we expect to 

change as a result?

Have we defined the 

right skills and 

competencies to 

make this happen?

Do we have buy-in at 

all levels and have we 

communicated the 

repercussions of 

doing this well or not 

doing?

Did we deliver?...and what 

were the other side 

impacts? 



Bringing It All Together

Performance 
Purpose

Performance 
Plan

Performance 
Process

Measurement 
of Performance

Underpinned 

by Supportive 

Technology? 



Finding a Technology



SAP SuccessFactors 
HXM Suite

Empowered
Learning + Development

Feedback + Improvement

Opportunities + Growth

Supported
Pay + Benefits

Guidance + Efficiency

Appreciation + Impact

Connected
Nurture + Engagement

Hiring + Onboarding

Culture + Belonging



Technology Demo



WE’RE HERE TO HELP!



Next Steps

• Share this deck and recording

• Learn more about HR Strategies Consulting

• Book a personalized PM Demo

• Sign up for our next virtual event

Contact information:
Dan Whitmarsh

HR Strategies Consulting

Solutions Engineer

dwhitmarsh@HRStrategiesConsulting.com

Lesley Dalzell

HR Strategies Consulting

Senior HR Consultant

ldalzell@HRStrategiesConsulting.com

Upcoming Virtual Events:
TBA March 22 or 24th



QUESTIONS?



APPENDIX


